Many organizations already understand what makes their top performers tick and
are keen to replicate these skills in their mid‐performing core. Far fewer
organizations understand that the only true way to harness and eventually
unleash this immense potential power is to track and analyze coaching
interactions at all levels to ensure that the right coaching is taking place at the
right times addressing the right goals with the right actions. Without a tool such
as a:coach the immensity of data analysis becomes too timely to pursue and the
crucial KPI reports that will provide the necessary warning lights that will allow
you to steer your Coaching Culture to greatness will remain just a forgotten
diagram on a lost flip chart. The a:coach system provides the engine, work‐flow
and processes to improve personnel performance. The best results are achieved
when deployed in organizations that believe in and cultivate a coaching culture.
These organizations recognize that class room training courses, & web based
learning modules alone are not enough to really change learned behaviors in
today’s climate. Only by spending the time and working with employees on a
regular basis at an individual level in the workplace can the team leader or coach
really raise and sustain performance. a:coach provides the platform to establish,
assess and target key skills and behaviors. It then lays down the guide rails for the
coach to apply the correct resources and coaching to achieve measured
improvement in performance over time. Who uses the a:coach System a:coach is
suited to ‘advice led’ selling organizations with 100+ users, if you have branches,
agents or field based employees that advise and sell using product or service
knowledge a:coach will help you improve their performance and enhance your
customer experience. Industries such as, pharmaceutical, insurance, banking,
finance and mobile network operators all benefit from a:coach.

